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Double Vision is a collection of ongoing,
practice-led, interrelated studies into artistic
expression controlling perceptual experiences
between audiences of varying visual acuities.
The work is focused on those with different
visual perceptions, particularly individuals
varying experiences, including how is art
perceived by the blind and partially sighted.
These explorations lead to the translation of
art and design to enhance meaning and
accessibility. The ongoing artistic explorations
are realized through printmaking, animation,
augmented reality and multimedia formats.
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Perception is interrogated through practice
encompassing aesthetic sensibilities, design
principles, artistic notions of colour grouping,
colour theory and physiology. Later studies
introduce computer programming,
interaction and sound.
This work seeks an understanding of how
distinct visual populations see the world, and
to use that knowledge to explore and
manipulate their perception of the world,
through the medium of art. Additionally, it
strives to access others’ perceptual worlds.
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Double Vision comprises interrelated visual studies.
Following is a brief description of each of the
studies:
Double Blind Test Series investigates the
relationship of vision and perception. Completed
and first exhibited in 2013, it is outside of the focus
of this report.
Colour Blind Test explores visual stimuli aiming to
simultaneously engage audiences of varied colour
vision acuities.
Eye for An Eye and Triple Vision seeks to advance
perceptual interrogation through the introduction
of movement, using motion graphics animation,
projection mapping and sound.
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Ball of Confusion is an environment that integrates
graphics, projected animations and a dynamic
soundscape. It is an artistic analogy to colour
deficient vision.
Expression Intercession is a multi-media art
installation. The interactive environment consists of
a wall-sized projected motion graphic and a
dynamic soundscape. Its was created as an artistic
exploration of visual perception and the processes
of epigenetics.
Circle Squared, through projected motion graphic
and interactive sound, looks at colour creation and
its effect on our perceptions and expectations by
exploring the incongruous relationship between
print and screen.
Sheep and Goats, a print diptych, communicates
unique details exclusively to those with CVD while
simultaneously containing imagery that those with
typical colour vision experience.
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Expression Intercession
Overview

Expression Intercession, a multi-media art
installation, is a collaboration between artists
David Lyons and Raz Ullah. The interactive
environment consists of a wall-sized
projected motion graphic and a dynamic
soundscape. It was created as an artistic
exploration of the processes of epigenetics
through the support of EpiGeneSys, a
European Network of Excellence based at the
Institut Curie, Paris.

Exhibition at Cite des Arts gallery, Paris

In The Beginning, 2 minute animation and alter structure

Expression Intercession
Overview

The expressions of the motion graphic
and the soundscape are influenced by
changes in the installation’s immediate
environment. Those changes are
triggered by audience interactions with
sensors and projectors within the
installation setting. The changes to the
art resulting from environmental factors
are meant as an artistic analogy for gene
expression and changes in the
epigenome.

View of the projector array for Expression Intercession

Expression Intercession
Exhibition

Expression Intercession was exhibited in
#Visions of Epigenetics at the the Cite des
Arts gallery in Paris. Coordinated and
curated by Paul Harrison, the gallery’s
three floors featured artwork based
around the theme of epigenetics. It was
the artistic expression of a 3 year long
scientific collaboration on epigenetics. The
exhibition is documented in the book
(re)visons. The exhibition inspired, and
featured in, the French popular science
magazine Biofutur’s art edition with Lyons
and Ullah’s interactive environment
contribution appearing on the cover.
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Documentation:
Re(visions): Enigma of the environment: expression
intercession Lyons, D. & Ullah, R., 2016, (re)
visions. Harrison, P. L. & Nickel, D. (eds.). Dundee: Discovery
Press, p. 88-91 4 p.
https://rke.abertay.ac.uk/admin/editor/dk/atira/pure/api/s
hared/model/researchoutput/editor/contributiontobookan
thologyeditor.xhtml?id=14693911
Biofutur: Visions d'epigenetique. Artwork featured in
Biofutur: BIOART, la rencontre des arts et de la science. 369
(October). Cover page and pp.36-37.
https://www.lavoisier.fr/livre/sciences-de-la-vie/biofutur-n369-octobre-2015/descriptif-9782756205526
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9sbI6EzyFY
Epigenesys: https://www.epigenesys.eu/en/science-andsociety/art-and-science/1467-hashtag-visions-ofepigenetics
Exhibition at Cite des Arts gallery, Paris
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